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A SECOND PROOF OF THE SHARESHIAN–WACHS
CONJECTURE, BY WAY OF A NEW HOPF ALGEBRA
MATHIEU GUAY-PAQUET
Abstract. This is a set of working notes which give a second proof
of the Shareshian–Wachs conjecture, the first (and recent) proof being
by Brosnan and Chow in November 2015. The conjecture relates some
symmetric functions constructed combinatorially out of unit interval
graphs (their q-chromatic quasisymmetric functions), and some sym-
metric functions constructed algebro-geometrically out of Tymoczko’s
representation of the symmetric group on the equivariant cohomology
ring of a family of subvarieties of the complex flag variety, called regular
semisimple Hessenberg varieties. Brosnan and Chow’s proof is based in
part on the idea of deforming the Hessenberg varieties. The proof given
here, in contrast, is based on the idea of recursively decomposing Hes-
senberg varieties, using a new Hopf algebra as the organizing principle
for this recursion. We hope that taken together, each approach will shed
some light on the other, since there are still many outstanding questions
regarding the objects under study.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this document is to give all of the necessary ingredients to
prove the Shareshian–Wachs conjecture (see Section 7 for the notation):
Date: January 22, 2016.
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Conjecture 1 ([SW12, Conjecture 5.3]). For all Hessenberg functions h,
ω
(
Frobq
(
S(L),H∗T (h),C[L]
))
= CSFq
(
G(h)
)
. (2)
As noted above, we are not the first ones to do this; Brosnan and Chow
[BC15] have recently given a proof. As part of their proof, they uncover
and use much structure on the geometric side of things, not just for the case
of regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties, but also relating it to the case
of regular (not necessarily semisimple) Hessenberg varieties. For the proof
here, we instead focus on recursions in the combinatorial defining data for
regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties, which seems like a complementary
approach.
Quasisymmetric functions are ubiquitous in algebraic combinatorics for
the following reason: nice combinatorial objects can usually be combined
and broken apart in a way that leads to a graded-connected Hopf algebra
structure, and there is a universal recipe for constructing quasisymmetric
functions out of this data. One of the observations we make in this paper
is that Shareshian and Wachs’s CSFq can be constructed using this recipe,
so that it is uniquely determined by a very small amount of data. This
data consists of a single coefficient in C(q) for each ordered graph, rather
than a whole quasisymmetric function over C(q) for each ordered graph.
Furthermore, it turns out that each of these coefficients is either zero or a
power of q. This can be thought of as both a quantitative and a qualitative
reduction in the work needed to show that the CSFq is what pops out of the
construction involving Hessenberg varieties.
The Hopf algebra structure suggests that Hessenberg varieties are recur-
sively structured in a very principled way. Guided by this, we show that
the Hessenberg construction respects the multiplicative and comultiplicative
structures present in the Hopf algebra on Dyck paths by giving explicit de-
compositions of the equivariant cohomology rings. The base case involves
identifying the subspace of these equivariant cohomology rings on which the
symmetric group acts according to the sign representation, which we also
do explicitly.
1.1. Acknowledgments. The starting point for this paper, the idea that
there is a Hopf algebra of Dyck paths which is applicable to q-chromatic
quasisymmetric functions, really comes from a suggestive formula in an in-
teresting short note by Athanasiadis [Ath15] (see Remark 65). I would also
like to thank Amy Pang, Franco Saliola, Hugh Thomas and Nathan Williams
for encouragement and very helpful discussions on the topic, and LaCIM for
providing funding and a wonderful work environment.
2. The q-chromatic quasisymmetric function
Given a (finite simple undirected) graph G = (V,E) and a set of colours
C, a colouring is just a function κ : V → C assigning a colour to each
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vertex of G. We are typically interested in proper colourings, that is, ones
which assign different colours to neighbouring vertices.
The chromatic polynomial of G is the function
P (G, r) =
∑
κ : V→[r]
proper
1, (3)
which counts the number of proper colourings of G with r colours. Here,
we take the set of r colours to be [r] = {1, 2, . . . , r}; since a colouring of G
stays proper if the colours are relabelled, this is no loss of generality.
We can get a more refined count of the proper colourings of G by con-
sidering the number of times each colour is used. Stanley’s chromatic
symmetric function [Sta95], which keeps track of this information, is the
formal power series
CSF(G,x) =
∑
κ : V→P
proper
xκ. (4)
Here, the set of colours is the countable set P = {1, 2, . . .}, with a corre-
sponding set of indeterminates x = (x1, x2, . . .), and the monomial xκ is
the product of xκ(v) over all vertices v ∈ V , so that the exponent of xi
in xκ counts the number of times the colour i is used in the colouring κ.
Relabelling the colours in each colouring amounts to permuting the indeter-
minates, so that CSF(G,x) is indeed a symmetric function, invariant under
permutations of x. The chromatic polynomial can be recovered from the
chromatic symmetric function as
P (G, r) = CSF
(
G, (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
, 0, 0, 0, . . .)
)
. (5)
If the set of vertices and the set of colours each come equipped with a
total order, then we can further refine the count of proper colourings by
counting ascents in each colouring κ: pairs of vertices u, v such that
– u and v are neighbours,
– u < v in the ordering on vertices, and
– κ(u) < κ(v) in the ordering on colours.
Shareshian and Wachs’s q-chromatic quasisymmetric function [SW12],
which takes this into account, is the formal power series
CSFq(G,x) =
∑
κ : V→P
proper
q(# ascents of κ on G) xκ, (6)
where now G = (V,E,<) is an ordered graph, and we take the usual
ordering on P. The number of ascents of a colouring is only invariant under
relabellings of the colours which preserve the order of the colours used, so
CSFq(G,x) is only a quasisymmetric function in general. However, the
graphs we consider in this paper (which come from natural unit interval
orders) have the property that CSFq(G,x) is in fact symmetric. In any
case, setting q = 1 recovers the usual chromatic symmetric function.
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3. The Hopf algebra of ordered graphs, with a twist
Our goal in this section is to define a Hopf algebra for ordered graphs.
Some of the operations could be naturally defined over a smaller ring, but
for simplicity we take the field C(q) of rational functions in q as ground ring.
Our ground set G is the set of all C(q)-linear combinations of ordered graphs
(up to isomorphism). We will define the r-fold multiplication map
∇r : G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
→ G (7)
on the basis of r-fold tensor products of ordered graphs by
∇r(G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gr) = G1 ~⊕ · · · ~⊕Gr, (8)
where ~⊕ is essentially the concatenation operation on ordered graphs (see
below). The r-fold comultiplication map
∆r : G → G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
(9)
will be given on the basis of ordered graphs as a sum over all colourings of
the ordered graph under consideration, where in addition we keep track of
a statistic, the number of ascents of each colouring (see below again):
∆r(G) =
∑
κ : V→[r]
arbitrary
q(# ascents of κ on G)G|κ. (10)
This is analogous to a sum over all deshufflings of G. If it weren’t for
the power of q keeping track of the number of ascents, this would fit the
framework of Hopf monoids of Aguiar and Mahajan [AM12, Section 9.4],
and would in fact be a well-known Hopf algebra related to Stanley’s CSF
(see [ABS06, Example 4.5]).
To make G graded-connected, which is sufficient to transform it from a
bialgebra to a Hopf algebra, we take the degree of an ordered graph to
be its number of vertices. The subsections below give the details of these
constructions, and the facts needed to show that G is indeed a graded-
connected Hopf algebra. Feel free to skip them. For ease of citation, the
summary is that:
Proposition 11. With the definitions of this section, the space G is a
graded-connected Hopf algebra over C(q).
3.1. Isomorphism. Throughout this paper, we only care about ordered
graphs up to isomorphism. Two ordered graphs G = (V,E,<) and G′ =
(V ′, E′, <′) are isomorphic is there is a bijection ϕ : V → V ′ such that:
– {u, v} is an edge of G iff {ϕ(u), ϕ(v)} is an edge of G′, and
– u < v in the order on G iff ϕ(u) <′ ϕ(v) in the order on G′.
The isomorphism class of G = (V,E,<) contains a unique graph with the
ordered vertex set {1 < 2 < · · · < n}, where n = |V |, which can be thought
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of as a canonical representative for G. However, for the constructions below,
we keep the flexibility of using other vertex sets and other orderings.
3.2. Colourings, ascents, descents. Let G = (V,E,<) be an ordered
graph and let κ : V → [r] be a colouring, that is, an arbitrary function. Let
e = {u, v} ∈ E be an edge, with u < v according to the ordering. Then, the
edge e can relate to the colouring κ in three different ways:
– if κ(u) = κ(v), then e is monochromatic;
– if κ(u) < κ(v), then e is an ascent;
– if κ(u) > κ(v), then e is a descent.
Note that κ is a proper colouring iff there are no monochromatic edges.
3.3. Restriction. Let U ⊆ V be a subset of the vertices of an ordered
graph G = (V,E,<). Then, we define the restriction G|U = (U,E|U , <|U )
of G to U in the obvious way: E|U is the set of edges with both endpoints
in U , and <|U is the restriction of the order relation on V to U . Given a
colouring κ : V → [r], we also define the restriction G|κ to be the list of
ordered graphs
(G|κ−1(1), G|κ−1(2), . . . , G|κ−1(r)), (12)
that is, the restriction of G to each of the colour classes, in order. Note that
the edges which survive in the restriction are exactly the monochromatic
edges; the ascents and descents disappear.
3.4. Lexicographic union. Conversely, given a list of ordered graphs
(G1, G2, . . . , Gr), (13)
we can construct a particular ordered graph G = (V,E,<) that restricts to
it, which we call the lexicographic union ~⊕iGi of this list. If the listed
graphs are Gi = (Vi, Ei, <i), then:
– V is the disjoint union of V1, . . . , Vr;
– E is the disjoint union of E1, . . . , Er; and
– u < v iff either u <i v in some Vi, or u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj with i < j.
If we colour the vertices of Vi ⊆ V with colour i, then every edge is monochro-
matic, and the restriction of G to this colouring is (G1, G2, . . . , Gr). We will
also use the notation ~⊕i Vi to refer to the lexicographic union (V,<) of or-
dered sets (Vi, <i), where we ignore edge sets completely.
3.5. Reshuffling. Now, consider a list of r ordered graphs
(G1, G2, . . . , Gr) (14)
as above, with Gi = (Vi, Ei, <i), so that we can talk of the lexicographic
union G1 ~⊕· · · ~⊕Gr, and let κ : V1 ~⊕· · · ~⊕Vr → [s] be an arbitrary colouring.
In this situation, we can construct the restriction
−→⊕
i=1,...,r
Gi
∣∣∣∣
κ
= (G′1, G
′
2, . . . , G
′
s). (15)
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The compatibility axiom for the multiplication and the comultiplication of
the Hopf algebra G essentially says that we get this second list of s ordered
graphs G′i = (V
′
i , E
′
i, <
′
i) whether we first construct the lexicographic union
and then the restriction, or the restriction first and the lexicographic union
second. (The compatibility axiom also says that the total number of ascents
should be the same in both cases.) To show that this is the case, let us be
a bit more explicit about what we mean by doing “the restriction first and
the lexicographic union second”.
Restricting the domain of the colouring κ on V1 ~⊕· · ·~⊕Vr gives a colouring
κi = κ|Vi : Vi → [s] for each i = 1, . . . , r, so we can construct r lists of s
ordered graphs each,
G1|κ1 = (G
′′
1,1, G
′′
1,2, . . . , G
′′
1,s),
G2|κ2 = (G
′′
2,1, G
′′
2,2, . . . , G
′′
2,s),
...
Gr|κr = (G
′′
r,1, G
′′
r,2, . . . , G
′′
r,s),
(16)
where G′′i,j is the restriction of Gi to the vertices of Vi which are coloured
j by κ. There is only one sensible way to reassemble these ordered graphs
into a list of s ordered graphs, and one can check that
G′′1,1 ~⊕G
′′
2,1
~⊕ · · · ~⊕G′′r,1 = G
′
1,
G′′1,2 ~⊕G
′′
2,2
~⊕ · · · ~⊕G′′r,2 = G
′
2,
...
G′′1,s ~⊕G
′′
2,s
~⊕ · · · ~⊕G′′r,s = G
′
s
(17)
by unrolling the definitions of restriction to a colouring and lexicographic
union. The only subtlety is that the table of intermediate ordered graphs
G′′i,j is transposed between (16) and (17).
As for ascents, note that G1 ~⊕ · · · ~⊕Gr does not have any edges between
Vi and Vj for i 6= j. Thus, we have
(# ascents of κ on G1 ~⊕ · · · ~⊕Gr)
= (# ascents of κ1 on G1) + · · ·+ (# ascents of κr on Gr). (18)
3.6. Associativity. Let us show that the multiplication map from (8) turns
G into an associative unital C(q)-algebra. We have a basis of
G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
(19)
which consists of all lists of r ordered graphs, of the form
G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gr. (20)
On this basis element, the r-fold multiplication map is defined to be
∇r(G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gr) = G1 ~⊕ · · · ~⊕Gr ∈ G . (21)
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Now, consider a bracketing of the list of r ordered graphs, of the form
(G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gr1)
⊗ (Gr1+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gr1+r2)
...
⊗ (Gr1+···+rs−1+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gr1+···+rs−1+rs),
(22)
where there are s brackets, the ith bracket contains ri ordered graphs, and
r1 + · · · + rs = r. To have associativity, we need the trivial condition that
∇1 : G → G be the identity map, and the condition that the multiplication
done according to the bracketing above,
∇s ◦ (∇r1 ⊗∇r2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∇rs), (23)
be equal to the multiplication ∇r. Given the definition of lexicographic
union, this boils down to verifying that the bijection of ordered sets
ℓ : [r1] ~⊕ [r2] ~⊕ · · · ~⊕ [rs]→ [r] (24)
given on each [rj ] ⊆ [r1] ~⊕ [r2] ~⊕ · · · ~⊕ [rs] by
ℓ|[rj ] : [rj ]→ [r]
i 7→ r1 + · · · + rj−1 + i
(25)
respects the order, which is immediate. It follows that the empty ordered
graph G0 = (∅,∅, <), which is the image of the empty list of ordered graphs
under the 0-fold multiplication map ∇0 : C(q)→ G, is a unit element for G.
3.7. Coassociativity. Dually, let us show that G is a coassociative counital
coalgebra under the comultiplication map from (10). Recall this is the map
∆r : G → G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
(26)
defined on the basis of G which consists of all ordered graphs by
∆r(G) =
∑
κ : V→[r]
arbitrary
q(# ascents of κ on G)G|V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗G|Vr , (27)
where Vi = κ
−1(i) is the set of vertices of G assigned to colour i by κ for
each i = 1, . . . , r. As with associativity, there is the trivial condition that
∆1 : G → G be the identity map, and the condition that
(∆r1 ⊗∆r2 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆rs) ◦∆s = ∆r (28)
for a bracketing as in (22), which we can establish by showing that each
term in the sum on the left-hand side of (28) corresponds to a term in the
sum on the right-hand side and vice versa (after substituting the defining
sum (27) and distributing the sums over the tensor product).
Fix a bracketing, and hence an order-preserving bijection
ℓ : [r1] ~⊕ [r2] ~⊕ · · · ~⊕ [rs]→ [r] (29)
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as defined in (25). For each colouring κ : V → [r] on G, we can define a
coarser colouring κ′ : V → [s] by the composition
V
κ
−→ [r]
ℓ−1
−→ [r1] ~⊕ · · · ~⊕ [rs] −→ [s], (30)
where the last arrow is the map sending every colour i in the jth summand
[rj] to j. This colouring is coarser in the following sense: if two vertices
u, v ∈ V are assigned the same colour in [r] by κ, then they are assigned
the same colour in [s] by κ′, so that the colour classes for κ′ are obtained by
clumping together colour classes for κ. Let V ′j = κ
′−1(j) be the jth colour
class of κ′. To recover κ from κ′, the extra information needed is exactly
given by the colourings
κ′j = (ℓ
−1 ◦ κ)
∣∣
V ′j
: V ′j → [rj ], j = 1, . . . , s. (31)
This establishes a correspondence between the terms on the right-hand side
of (28), each of which is given by:
– an arbitrary colouring κ : V → [r],
and the terms on the left-hand side, each of which is given by:
– an arbitrary colouring κ′ : V → [s], and
– an arbitrary colouring κ′j : V
′
j → [rj ] for each j = 1, . . . , s.
It remains to show that corresponding terms are, in fact, equal. For the
right-hand term, the ith ordered graph in the tensor product is the restric-
tion of G to the colour class Vi = κ
−1(i) of κ. For the left-hand term, the
ith factor appears in the jth bracket, where V ′j is the colour class of κ
′ con-
taining Vi, and it is the restriction of G first to V
′
j , then to Vi; this is the
same ordered graph. For the right-hand term, the power of q appearing in
the coefficient is
(# ascents of κ on G). (32)
For the left-hand term, the power of q in the coefficient is
(# ascents of κ′ on G)
+ (# ascents of κ′1 on G|V ′
1
) + · · ·+ (# ascents of κ′s on G|V ′s ). (33)
To see that these two numbers are the same, consider an edge {u, v} ∈ E
with u < v. This edge is monochromatic for κ, that is, κ(u) = κ(v) when:
– u, v ∈ V ′j for some j, so that κ
′(u) = κ′(v) = j, and κ′j(u) = κ
′
j(v);
that is, the edge is monochromatic for κ′ and κ′j.
The edge is an ascent of κ, that is, κ(u) < κ(v) when either:
– u ∈ V ′i and v ∈ V
′
j with i < j, in which case it is an ascent of κ
′; or
– u, v ∈ V ′j for some j and κ
′
j(u) < κ
′
j(v), in which case it is monochro-
matic for κ′ and an ascent of κ′j .
The edge is an descent of κ, that is, κ(u) > κ(v) when either:
– u ∈ V ′i and v ∈ V
′
j with i > j, in which case it is an descent of κ
′; or
– u, v ∈ V ′j for some j and κ
′
j(u) > κ
′
j(v), in which case it is monochro-
matic for κ′ and an descent of κ′j .
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This breakdown of the cases shows that (32) and (33) count exactly the
same set of edges of G as ascents. Thus, corresponding terms are equal, and
the comultiplication maps are coassociative.
The only ordered graph which has a colouring using no colours is the
empty ordered graph G0 = (∅,∅, <). Thus, the 0-fold comultiplication
map ∆0 : G → C(q), which is the counit, is the map which extracts the
coefficient of G0 in the basis of ordered graphs.
3.8. Compatibility. The r-fold multiplication maps
∇r : G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
→ G (34)
turn G into an associative unital algebra. By extension, the s-fold tensor
power
G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
s copies
(35)
is also an associative unital algebra under component-wise multiplication.
Dually, the s-fold multiplication maps
∆s : G → G⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
s copies
(36)
turn G into a coassociative counital coalgebra, and under component-wise
comultiplication, so is the r-fold tensor power
G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
. (37)
The compatibility axiom for G to be a bialgebra is that the multiplication
maps be coalgebra maps, or equivalently, that the comultiplication maps be
algebra maps. In other words, the two natural ways to define a map
G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
−→ G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
s copies
, (38)
namely, a multiplication followed by a comultiplication, or a component-wise
comultiplication followed by a component-wise multiplication, must agree.
The facts needed to check that this is the case are given in the section on
‘reshuffling’ (Section 3.5).
3.9. Graded-connectedness. For G to be graded-connected, we need a
decomposition of it of the form
G = G0⊕G1⊕G2⊕G3⊕ · · · , (39)
where we call the space Gn the homogeneous component of degree n. We
get a corresponding decomposition of the space
G ⊗G ⊗ · · · ⊗ G︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
, (40)
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by defining the homogeneous component of degree n to be⊕
(Gn1 ⊗Gn2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Gnr), (41)
where the sum is over all sequences of r natural numbers n1, n2, . . . , nr such
that n1+n2+· · ·+nr = n. We require that this decomposition be compatible
with the multiplicative and the comultiplicative structure, in the sense that
∇r
(⊕
(Gn1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Gnr)
)
⊆ Gn (42)
and
∆r(Gn) ⊆
⊕
(Gn1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Gnr). (43)
If this is the case, then G is graded. For it to be graded-connected, we also
need G0 to be 1-dimensional. If this is the case, then the 0-fold multiplication
map ∇0 : C(q) → G0 and the 0-fold comultiplication map ∆0 : G0 → C(q),
which can be restricted to G0, are inverses of one another, so that they are
linear isomorphisms.
If G is a graded-connected bialgebra, then it is automatically a Hopf
algebra, meaning that there is an antipode map
S : G → G, (44)
as given by, for example, Takeuchi’s formula (see [AM12, Section 5]).
In fact, it is easy to check that G is graded-connected if we take Gn to be
the subspace of G spanned by the ordered graphs which have n vertices, as
this is compatible with the multiplication and comultiplication maps, and
there is only one ordered graph with no vertices, namely G0 = (∅,∅, <).
4. A few facts about quasisymmetric functions
As alluded to in the introduction, Aguiar, Bergeron and Sottile [ABS06]
have shown that the space QSym of quasisymmetric functions is a univer-
sal object for graded-connected Hopf algebras, in a way that lets us easily
construct and characterize Hopf-algebraic maps to QSym. In this section,
we recall just enough details about QSym to state this precisely.
As in Section 3, we take our ground ring to be the field C(q).
A quasisymmetric function is a formal power series of bounded degree
in the countable ordered set of indeterminates x = (x1, x2, . . .) with the fol-
lowing invariance property: any two monomials with the same ordered list of
nonzero exponents must have the same coefficient. In other words, the qua-
sisymmetric functions have a basis given by the monomial quasisymmetric
functions
Mα =
∑
i1<i2<···<ir
xα1i1 x
α2
i2
· · · xαrir , (45)
where α = (α1, α2, . . . , αr) is any finite list of positive integers. In fact,
the space QSym of quasisymmetric functions is a graded-connected Hopf
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algebra, where the multiplication maps
∇r : QSym⊗ · · · ⊗ QSym︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
→ QSym (46)
and the grading are inherited from the algebra of power series. We will not
need any details about the comultiplication maps
∆r : QSym→ QSym⊗ · · · ⊗ QSym︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
(47)
and the antipode
S : QSym→ QSym, (48)
other than the fact that they exist. The canonical character on QSym is
the multiplicative linear functional
ζQ : QSym→ C(q) (49)
which evaluates the indeterminates x at x = (1, 0, 0, 0, . . .), so that
ζQ(Mα) =
{
1 if α has at most one part,
0 if α has at least two parts.
(50)
With these definitions in place, we have the following universality result:
Theorem 51 ([ABS06, Theorem 4.1]). For each pair (H, ζ) where H is a
graded-connected Hopf algebra and ζ is a multiplicative function from H to
the ground ring, there exists a unique map of graded Hopf algebras
Ψζ : H → QSym (52)
which sends ζ to ζQ. Moreover, the coefficient of Mα in Ψζ(h) is given by
(ζ ⊗ ζ ⊗ · · · ⊗ ζ︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
) ◦ (πα1 ⊗ πα2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ παr) ◦∆r(h), (53)
where α = (α1, α2, . . . , αr) is a list of r positive integers, ∆r is the r-fold
comultiplication map of H, and πn is the projection onto the homogeneous
component of degree n of H.
5. The q-chromatic quasisymmetric function, revisited
Now, let us use the recipe of Section 4 to reconstruct the Shareshian–
Wachs CSFq as a map of graded Hopf algebras between G and QSym. We
will also introduce two variants: the strict and the weak chromatic qua-
sisymmetric functions.
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Consider the three characters ζ0, ζ1, ζq : G → C(q) defined on the basis of
ordered graphs by
ζ0(G) =
{
1 if G has no edges,
0 otherwise,
(54)
ζ1(G) = 1, (55)
ζq(G) = q
(# edges of G). (56)
Since the multiplication of ordered graphs is a disjoint union on sets of edges,
these functions are multiplicative. By Theorem 51, there are corresponding
maps Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψq : G → QSym.
Theorem 57. For every ordered graph G, we have Ψ0(G) = CSFq(G).
Proof. This follows by unrolling the definition of Ψ0(G).
Let α = (α1, α2, . . . , αr) be a list of r positive integers. Then, the coeffi-
cient of Mα in Ψ0(G) is
(ζ0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ζ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
) ◦ (πα1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ παr) ◦∆r(G). (58)
By definition, the r-fold comultiplication of G is
∆r(G) =
∑
κ : V→[r]
arbitrary
q(# ascents of κ on G)G|V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗G|Vr , (59)
where Vi = κ
−1(i) is the set of vertices assigned colour i. We can substitute
this in the previous expression to get∑
κ : V→[r]
arbitrary
q(# ascents of κ on G)
(
ζ0 ◦ πα1(G|V1)
)
⊗ · · · ⊗
(
ζ0 ◦ πα1(G|Vr )
)
. (60)
By the definition of the projection πn, the summand is zero unless each
Vi has exactly αi vertices, so that κ is a colouring where colour i is used
αi times. Conversely, παi(G|Vi) = G|Vi for each i if κ is such a colouring.
By the definition of ζ0, the summand is zero if κ has any monochromatic
edges. Conversely, if κ is a proper colouring, then ζ0(G|Vi) = 1 for each i.
Combining these two facts, we can rewrite the coefficient of Mα in Ψ0(G) as∑
κ : V→[r]
proper
|Vi|=αi
q(# ascents of κ on G) (61)
Now, recall that the monomial quasisymmetric function Mα is defined by
Mα =
∑
j1<···<jr
xα1j1 · · · x
αr
jr
. (62)
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A proper colouring κ′ : V → P which uses colours j1 < · · · < jr, and uses
them α1, . . . , αr times respectively, can be uniquely factored as a composi-
tion
V
κ
−→ [r] →֒ P, (63)
where κ a proper colouring where colour i is used αi times, and the injection
on the right is order preserving. Thus, we can write Ψ0(G) as
Ψ0(G) =
∑
κ : V→P
proper
q(# ascents of κ on G) xκ, (64)
which is exactly the definition (6) of CSFq(G,x). 
Remark 65. This approach to the CSFq, and indeed the very definition of
the Hopf algebra G, are directly inspired by a formula proven by Athanasiadis
[Ath15, Equation 17], which can be interpreted as a proof of the equation
∆r
(
CSFq(G)
)
= CSFq
(
∆r(G)
)
(66)
in the power-sum basis of symmetric functions. The fact that CSFq is mul-
tiplicative was already well-known, and this suggestion that it is also comul-
tiplicative prompted the search for an underlying Hopf algebra.
In a proper colouring, every edge is either an ascent or a descent, never
monochromatic, so there is no reason to distinguish between strict and weak
inequalities. However, for arbitrary colourings, there are two sensible gener-
alizations of the notion of ‘ascent’. So far we have taken the convention that
an ascent of a colouring κ is a strict ascent, that is, an edge {u, v} with
u < v and κ(u) < κ(v). We could also have considered weak ascents, that
is, an edge {u, v} with u < v and κ(u) ≤ κ(v). Given these definitions, we
have the following interpretations of the quasisymmetric functions Ψ1(G)
and Ψq(G) for an ordered graph G, which can be proved in much the same
way as Theorem 57:
Ψ1(G) =
∑
κ : V→P
arbitrary
q(# strict ascents of κ on G) xκ, (67)
Ψq(G) =
∑
κ : V→P
arbitrary
q(# weak ascents of κ on G) xκ. (68)
Note that in both cases, we are allowing arbitrary colourings, rather than
just proper colourings. We will call these the strict chromatic quasisym-
metric function and the weak chromatic quasisymmetric function,
respectively. More generally, for any t ∈ C(q), we could consider the multi-
plicative character
ζt(G) = t
(# edges of G), (69)
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and the associated morphism Ψt would have the interpretation
Ψt(G) =
∑
κ : V→P
arbitrary
t(# monochromatic edges of κ on G)q(# ascents of κ on G) xκ. (70)
6. The subalgebra of Dyck paths
In this section, we introduce a subclass of ordered graphs which is closed
under lexicographic union and restriction, so that they span a Hopf subal-
gebra D of G. For the rest of the paper we will focus on D rather than G,
since Hessenberg varieties are only defined for these ordered graphs.
Fix n ≥ 0. A Hessenberg function is a function h : [n]→ [n] which is:
– extensive, meaning that i ≤ h(i) for i = 1, . . . , n, and
– increasing, meaning that h(i) ≤ h(i+ 1) for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Given such a function, there is an associated poset P (h) on [n], defined by
i <h j ⇐⇒ h(i) < j. (71)
There is also an associated ordered graph G(h) on [n], where the total order
on [n] is the usual numeric order, and the edges are given by
{i, j} ∈ E(h) ⇐⇒ i < j ≤ h(i). (72)
The class of posets of the form P (h) is the class of unit interval orders (see
[SW14, Proposition 4.1]), that is, posets whose elements can be modelled as
unit intervals on the real line, where an interval is less than another if it is
completely to the left of the other. The ordered graph G(h) is the incom-
parability graph of P (h), meaning that there is an edge between vertices i
and j iff neither i <h j nor i >h j. Thus, the class of ordered graphs of the
form G(h) could also be called the class of unit interval overlap graphs. We
have the following alternate characterization of these ordered graphs.
Proposition 73. If G = ([n], E,<) is an ordered graph on the set [n] with
the usual numeric order, then the following are equivalent:
(1) G = G(h) for some Hessenberg function h; and
(2) if {i, j} is an edge and i ≤ i′ < j′ ≤ j, then {i′, j′} is an edge.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2). If G = G(h) and {i, j} ∈ E and i ≤ i′ < j′ ≤ j, then
i′ < j′ ≤ j ≤ h(i) ≤ h(i′) (74)
so that i′ < j′ ≤ h(i′) and {i′, j′} is an edge of G(h) as well.
(2)⇒ (1). Define the function h : [n]→ [n] by setting h(i) to be the largest
j such that i < j and {i, j} is an edge, or h(i) = i if there is no such edge.
Then, the function h is extensive by construction. The function h is also
increasing, making it a Hessenberg function: if h(i) = i or h(i) = i+1, then
h(i) ≤ i+1 ≤ h(i+1); otherwise {i, h(i)} is an edge and i ≤ i+1 < h(i) ≤
h(i), so that {i+1, h(i)} is also an edge and h(i+1) ≥ h(i) by maximality.
Again by maximality, we have
{i, j} ∈ E =⇒ i < j ≤ h(i), (75)
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and by condition (2) for the edge {i, h(i)} if h(i) 6= i, we have
{i, j} ∈ E ⇐= i < j ≤ h(i), (76)
so that in fact G = G(h) for the Hessenberg function h as required. 
Since condition (2) is a kind of closure condition, it follows that the class
of ordered graphs of the form G(h) is closed under taking lexicographic
unions and restrictions, and it spans a Hopf subalgebra of G.
Corollary 77. Let D be the subspace of G spanned by the ordered graphs of
the form G(h) for all Hessenberg functions h : [n]→ [n] for all n ≥ 0. Then,
D is closed under the multiplication and comultiplication maps of G, so that
it is a graded-connected Hopf subalgebra.
We call D the Hopf algebra of Dyck paths, since Hessenberg functions
have yet another representation, as Dyck paths. These are paths which start
on the horizon, take unit steps either Northeast or Southeast, always stay
weakly above the horizon, and end on the horizon. In this representation,
multiplication is simply concatenation.
7. A bit of geometry: Hessenberg varieties
Having defined Hessenberg functions in Section 6, we can now define Hes-
senberg varieties, which live inside the full flag variety of Cn. We give the
strict minimum needed to situate the claims in this paper with respect to the
literature on Hessenberg varieties, and to formulate the Shareshian–Wachs
conjecture, since after this section we will be working with Tymoczko’s
very explicit algebro-combinatorial description of the equivariant cohomol-
ogy rings, rather than with the geometric objects themselves.
Fix n ≥ 0. The flag variety Flag(Cn) consists of the complete flags in Cn,
that is, sequences of nested subspaces of the form F• = (F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn)
with dim(Fi) = i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Given an n×n complex matrixM and a
Hessenberg function h : [n] → [n], the corresponding Hessenberg variety
is the subvariety of Flag(Cn) defined by
Hess(M,h) = {F• |MFi ⊆ Fh(i) for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n}. (78)
Note that there are many choices of M which give the same set of flags; for
example, Hess(M,h) and Hess(M ′, h) are the same ifM ′ = aM+bI, where a
is a nonzero complex number, b is any complex number, and I is the identity
matrix. Also, many choices of M give isomorphic subvarieties; in particular,
if M and M ′ are conjugate matrices, then Hess(M,h) and Hess(M ′, h) are
related by a change of basis of the ambient space Cn. Thus, it makes sense
to consider choices of M with a specified Jordan block structure, or with
conditions on the eigenvalues. Various adjectives get attached to Hessenberg
varieties based on such restrictions, so that Hess(M,h) is called:
– regular if every Jordan block of M has a different eigenvalue;
– nilpotent if every Jordan block of M has eigenvalue 0;
– semisimple if M has n Jordan blocks of size 1.
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These adjectives can of course be combined:
– Hess(M,h) is regular nilpotent if M has a single Jordan block of
size n, with eigenvalue 0. This is the case studied in [AHHM15].
– Hess(M,h) is minimal nilpotent ifM has one Jordan block of size
2 and n − 2 Jordan blocks of size 1, all with eigenvalue 0. This is
the case studied in [AC15].
– Hess(M,h) is regular semisimple if M is diagonalizable, with n
distinct eigenvalues. This is the case that the Shareshian–Wachs
conjecture is concerned with, and seems to be the most studied.
For the rest of the section, let M be a fixed diagonal matrix with distinct
diagonal entries, which we will write as D to emphasize that we are focusing
on the case where Hess(D,h) is regular semisimple. Let T be the group of
invertible diagonal matrices, which is isomorphic to the complex torus (C∗)n.
Every matrix in T commutes with D, so the variety Hess(D,h) is invariant
under the action of the group T on Flag(Cn). Thus, we can consider the
equivariant cohomology ring, which we will abbreviate as
H∗T (h) = H
∗
T
(
Hess(D,h)
)
, (79)
and which is a graded-connected algebra over C. Using the tools of GKM
theory [GKM98], Tymoczko has given an explicit description of this ring
[Tym07]. GKM theory also implies that H∗T (h) is a free module over the
equivariant cohomology ring H∗T (pt) of a point, which is isomorphic to a
polynomial ring in n indeterminates, say C[L], where L = (L1, L2, . . . , Ln)
is a set of n indeterminates. Thus, we have a tower of graded-connected
C-algebras
C ⊆ C[L] ⊆ H∗T (h), (80)
where H∗T (h) is a free module over the subring C[L]. A further feature of
GKM theory is that the ordinary cohomology ring can be recovered as a
ring quotient from the equivariant cohomology:
H∗(h) = H∗T (h)/〈L〉H
∗
T (h). (81)
This amounts to setting each of the indeterminates L1, . . . , Ln to zero.
In [Tym07, Section 3.1], Tymoczko defines the dot action, which is an
action of the symmetric group Sn on H
∗
T (h). Note that this action is C-linear
and respects the grading on H∗T (h). In the tower of (80), the dot action
fixes C pointwise, and it sends C[L] to itself; explicitly, if w : [n] → [n] is a
permutation, then under the dot action w ·Li = Lw(i). This means that the
action of w ∈ Sn on H
∗
T (h) is C-linear, and twisted C[L]-linear. Still, the
following notion of the graded trace of w is well-defined: we will write
Traceq
(
w,H∗T (h),C[L]
)
=
∑
i
qdeg(ei)(coefficient of ei in w · ei) ∈ C[[q]],
(82)
where the elements ei form a homogeneous basis of H
∗
T (h) over C[L], deg(ei)
is the degree of ei, and the result is a formal power series in the indeterminate
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q with coefficients in C. The careful reader will have spotted that this
‘definition’ packs quite a few implicit assumptions:
– Naively, the coefficient of ei in w·ei should be an element of C[L], not
C. However, the dot action preserves the grading, so the coefficient
is in the degree-zero part of C[L], which is C.
– In order to speak of a formal power series, there should only be
finitely many contributions to the coefficient of each power of q. This
is guaranteed because each homogeneous graded piece of H∗T (h) is
finite-dimensional over C. In fact, H∗T (h) is finite-dimensional over
C[L], so the result is a polynomial in q, but we will use this notation
for cases where the result is genuinely a power series.
– We are calling this the trace of w over C[L], but w is not a C[L]-
linear map! However, it can be checked that this definition does not
depend on the choice of homogeneous basis elements ei.
Given this notion of trace, we can define the graded Frobenius charac-
teristic of the action of S(L) on H∗T (h) over C[L] as
Frobq
(
S(L),H∗T (h),C[L]
)
=
1
n!
∑
w∈Sn
Traceq
(
w,H∗T (h),C[L]
)
p(cycle type of w),
(83)
where pλ ∈ Sym is a power-sum symmetric function. Let ω : Sym→ Sym be
the usual involution, which is the Hopf map defined by ω(pk) = (−1)
k+1pk
for k = 1, 2, . . .. With all of these definitions, we can finally state the
Shareshian–Wachs conjecture:
Conjecture 84 ([SW12, Conjecture 5.3]). For all Hessenberg functions h,
ω
(
Frobq
(
S(L),H∗T (h),C[L]
))
= CSFq
(
G(h)
)
. (85)
In view of Theorem 57, we can rephrase this as
ω
(
Frobq
(
S(L),H∗T (h),C[L]
))
= Ψ0
(
G(h)
)
, (86)
which suggests a two-step approach to the proof:
(1) show that ω
(
Frobq
(
S(L),H∗T (h),C[L]
))
, as a function of the Dyck
path G(h), respects the multiplication and comultiplication, so that
it is a map of graded Hopf algebras from D to Sym; then
(2) compute the character for this map by composing it with ζQ, and
show that the result is ζ0.
This is what we will do, except that we will go through an intermediate step.
We will identify a polynomial subring of H∗T (h) different from C[L], which
we call C[R], where R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rn) is another set of indeterminates,
giving us a second tower of graded C-algebras,
C ⊆ C[R] ⊆ H∗T (h). (87)
For this tower, H∗T (h) is again a free module over the subring C[R], but
the dot action fixes C[R] pointwise: for every permutation w ∈ Sn, we have
w · Ri = Ri. Thus, the action of w on H
∗
T (h) is simply C[R]-linear, rather
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than twisted C[R]-linear. This will make it easier to carry out the two-step
process described above for the tower (87), and show that
ω
(
Frobq
(
S(L),H∗T (h),C[R]
))
= Ψq
(
G(h)
)
. (88)
The final step will be to show that replacing C[R] by C[L] in the tower has
the same effect as replacing the character ζq by the character ζ0.
Given that the ring C[L] already has a geometric interpretation, in terms
of the tangent of the torus T , and that the ring C[R] seems to fit fairly
naturally into the algebraic side of the picture, this raises the following
question:
Question 89. What, if anything, does the ring C[R] correspond to on the
Hessenberg variety Hess(D,h), geometrically speaking?
8. Tymoczko’s rings
In this section, we give Tymoczko’s combinatorial construction of the equi-
variant cohomology ringH∗T (h) of the regular semisimple Hessenberg variety
Hess(D,h) in terms of the moment graph from GKM theory, which comes
equipped with her ‘dot action’ by the symmetric group Sn (see [Tym07]
for details). For a fixed n, the rings H∗T (h) for all Hessenberg functions
h : [n]→ [n] can all be realized as subrings of a single ring T , which we de-
scribe first. We then define the subring Th, which is isomorphic to H
∗
T (h), for
each Hessenberg function h. In terms of notation, we write L = (L1, . . . , Ln)
for the indeterminates (t1, . . . , tn) from [Tym07], to emphasize that these
indeterminates naturally act on T from the left, and introduce new inde-
terminates R = (R1, . . . , Rn) which act naturally from the right; it is our
hope that this distinction between left and right indeterminates will help
the reader avoid confusion when performing explicit computations, espe-
cially once the actions of the symmetric groups S(L) and S(R) on T are
thrown in the mix.
8.1. The big ring. Fix n ≥ 0; let L = (L1, . . . , Ln) and R = (R1, . . . , Rn)
be two sets of indeterminates. We will write S(L) for the group of permu-
tations of the indeterminates L, S(R) for the group of permutations of the
indeterminates R, and S(L← R) for the set of bijections from R to L; the
peculiar notation is to emphasize that S(L) acts on S(L ← R) on the left
by function composition, and S(R) acts on the right. As a ring, and as a
left C[L]-module, Tymoczko’s ring is the cartesian product
T =
∏
β∈S(L←R)
C[L]. (90)
We will write 1β for the element of T which is 1 at coordinate β and 0 at
all other coordinates, so that a typical element of T is of the form∑
β∈S(L←R)
fβ(L1, . . . , Ln)1β , (91)
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and the unit element is 1 =
∑
β 1β . We say that the element (91) is homo-
geneous of degree d if each polynomial fβ is homogeneous of total degree
d in the indeterminates L. With this notion of grading, the ring T is a
graded-connected C-algebra, since the degree zero part is C1, which is one-
dimensional. We will identify C[L] with the subring C[L]1 ⊆ T . The ring T
also carries a natural C[L]-linear action by S(R), defined by 1β · w = 1β◦w
for w ∈ S(R). The ring T can also be identified with the product ring
T =
∏
β∈S(L←R)
C[R], (92)
with a typical element being of the form∑
β∈S(L←R)
1β gβ(R1, . . . , Rn), (93)
since the rings C[L] and C[R] are isomorphic. However, they are isomorphic
in many different ways, and the choice of isomorphism here is important. In
fact, we will choose a different isomorphism for each coordinate, since each
β ∈ S(L← R) gives a natural way of identifying the indeterminates of C[L]
and C[R]. In other words, we impose the identity
1β Ri = β(Ri)1β (94)
for every bijection β and every indeterminate Ri, so that
fβ(L1, . . . , Ln) = gβ
(
β(R1), . . . , β(Rn)
)
(95)
if the elements (91) and (93) are equal. In the presentation from (92), the
ring T has a natural structure as a right C[R]-module, and a C[R]-linear
action by S(L) on the left, defined by w · 1β = 1w◦β for w ∈ S(L). As with
C[L], we will identify C[R] with the subring 1C[R] ⊆ T . So far, we have
the following structures on the ring T :
– it is a graded-connected commutative C-algebra;
– it has a left action by C[L];
– it has a left action by S(L) (this is in fact the dot action);
– it has a right action by C[R]; and
– it has a right action by S(R).
How do all of these structures interact?
– Everything in sight is C-linear and respects the grading;
– both left actions commute with both right actions;
– the action by S(L) distributes over the action by C[L], so that
w · (Li 1β) = w(Li)1w◦β, making it a twisted C[L]-linear action; and
– the action by S(R) distributes over the action by C[R], so that
(1β Ri) · w = 1β◦w w(Ri), making it a twisted C[R]-linear action.
8.2. The moment graph. Consider the set S(L ← R) of bijections from
R to L. We will now define a directed graph structure B with S(L← R) as
vertex set, and a spanning subgraph of itM(h) for each Hessenberg function
h. An inversion of β ∈ S(L ← R) is a pair (Ri, Rj) with i < j such that
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the corresponding pair (Li′ , Lj′) = (β(Ri), β(Rj)) has i
′ > j′. For every
i < j, half of the vertices in S(L ← R) have (Ri, Rj) as an inversion, and
half of the vertices don’t. The vertices from these two sets can be paired up
by using the transposition (Ri ↔ Rj) ∈ S(R); we will put a directed edge
in B from β to β ◦ (Ri ↔ Rj) for every β which doesn’t have (Ri, Rj) as
an inversion, and say that this edge is labelled by (Ri, Rj). Doing this for
every i < j gives the directed edge set of B.
Given a Hessenberg function h, recall that the ordered graph G(h) has
an edge between i and j when i < j ≤ h(i). We will define the directed
graph M(h) as the subgraph of B which contains all of its vertices, and
only the directed edges which are labelled by (Ri, Rj) for those pairs i, j
with i < j ≤ h(i). This is the moment graph for the regular semisimple
Hessenberg variety Hess(D,h).
Note that the underlying undirected graph of B is essentially the Cayley
graph on S(L← R) generated by all transpositions in S(R), or equivalently,
all transpositions in S(L). With the given edge orientations, B has a single
source, the vertex β0 such that β0(Ri) = Li for all i, and a single sink, the
vertex β1 such that β1(Ri) = Ln+1−i for all i, and it is acyclic.
8.3. Edge conditions. Given an element
x =
∑
β∈S(L←R)
1β gβ(R1, . . . , Rn) (96)
of T and a directed edge β → β′ with label (Ri, Rj), we will say that x
satisfies the edge condition for this edge if the difference
gβ(R1, . . . , Rn)− gβ′(R1, . . . , Rn) (97)
is divisible by Ri − Rj . The reader with a taste for symmetry should note
we could have labelled the edge (Li′ , Lj′) = (β(Ri), β(Rj)) and asked that
fβ(L1, . . . , Ln)− fβ′(L1, . . . , Ln) (98)
be divisible by Li′ − Lj′ for the representation of x as
x =
∑
β∈S(L←R)
fβ(L1, . . . , Ln)1β (99)
instead; this would actually be an equivalent condition, even though we are
dealing with two different identifications (given by β and β′) between the
rings C[L] and C[R]. However, this reader should also note that there is a
fundamental L–R asymmetry in the definition of the moment graph M(h).
Note that the elements of T which satisfy a given edge condition form a
subring of T which contains C[L] and C[R].
8.4. Building elements. Given a moment graph M(h), we will be inter-
ested in the subring Th of elements of T which satisfy the edge conditions for
all edges of M(h). Thankfully, there is a simple procedure for constructing
these elements:
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Algorithm 100.
(Step 1) Start with a prospective element
x =
∑
β∈S(L←R)
1β gβ(R1, . . . , Rn) (101)
where all of the polynomials gβ are unassigned.
(Step 2) Pick any vertex β′ such that for all directed edges β → β′ inM(h),
the polynomial gβ is already assigned. (At the first step, this might
be the source vertex β0 defined by β0(Ri) = Li for all i, since it
has no incoming edges.)
(Step 3) Choose any polynomial which satisfies the edge condition for every
edge β → β′ (thus ignoring any edges β′ → β), and assign it to gβ′ .
(Step 4) While there are still unassigned polynomials, return to (Step 2).
This algorithm relies on a few assumptions:
– In (Step 2), there is always a suitable vertex to be picked, and every
vertex will be picked eventually. This is easy to see, given thatM(h)
is a directed acyclic graph.
– In (Step 3), no matter what previous choices have been made, there
always exists at least one polynomial which satisfies the incoming
edge conditions. This is far from trivial; see [Tym05, Section 6] and
references therein for a proof.
Given these assumptions, however, it should be clear that every element of
Th can be constructed using this procedure.
8.5. Flow-up vectors. For each vertex β ∈ S(L← R), there are elements
of Th which will be particularly useful for what follows, called flow-up
vectors for β in Th. They are, in a sense, elements whose ‘leading coefficient’
is at coordinate β and as small as possible. They are constructed using
Algorithm 100 by making these choices:
– If there is no path β → · · · → β′ in M(h), then assign gβ′ = 0.
– At the vertex β, assign
gβ =
∏
(Ri −Rj), (102)
where the product is over all edge labels (Ri, Rj) of incoming edges.
– Otherwise, when there is a path β → · · · → β′ in M(h), pick a
polynomial for gβ′ which is homogeneous of the same degree as gβ.
These choices are compatible with Algorithm 100, so flow-up vectors always
exist. As noted in Tymoczko’s work, picking a flow-up vector for each β ∈
S(L← R) gives a homogeneous basis for Th as a graded C[L]-module, thus
showing that it is a free module of rank n!. We note here that the same is
true over C[R], with the same basis.
8.6. The small rings. Thus, for every Hessenberg function h, we have the
following structures on the subring Th of Tymoczko’s ring T :
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– it is isomorphic to the equivariant cohomology ring H∗T (h) of the
regular semisimple Hessenberg variety Hess(D,h);
– it is a graded-connected commutative C-subalgebra of T , containing
the subrings C[L] and C[R];
– it is a free graded module of rank n! over C[L];
– it is a free graded module of rank n! over C[R];
– it is stable under the dot action of S(L) on the left;
– it is not generally stable under the action of S(R) on the right.
The stability under S(L) but not S(R) comes from the fact that the action
of S(L) on the directed graph B sends the subgraphM(h) to itself (at least,
when ignoring the direction of edges), but in general the action of S(R) does
not.
Given two Hessenberg functions h, h′ with h ≤ h′ pointwise, we have
the inclusion of subgraphs M(h) ⊆ M(h′), so that the reverse inclusion of
subrings Th ⊇ Th′ holds. At one extreme, when h(i) = i for all i, there
are no edge conditions imposed, and Th = T . At the other extreme, when
h(i) = n for all i, all possible edge conditions are imposed, and it can be
seen with some work that Th is the subring of T generated by C[L] and
C[R], or equivalently, the ring C[L] ⊗Λ C[R], where Λ = C[L] ∩ C[R] ⊆ T
is the ring of symmetric polynomials in either L or R.
9. A few facts about symmetric functions
We will need just a few facts about symmetric functions, especially in
relation to representations of symmetric groups, which we record here. For
much more detail on the topic, see [Mac95, Part I].
The ring of symmetric function Sym is a subring of the QSym. It consists
of those quasisymmetric functions for which the coefficient of Mα and Mα′
are equal whenever the list of positive integers α′ can be obtained from the
list α by reordering its entries. In other words, it consists of all C(q)-linear
combinations of the monomial symmetric functions
mλ =
∑
α∼λ
Mα, (103)
where λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λr) is a partition, that is, a weakly decreasing
list of positive integers; and α ∼ λ when the sorted rearrangement of α =
(α1, α2, . . . , αr) is λ. There are several other combinatorially significant
bases of Sym, but for our purposes we will only need the basis of power-
sum symmetric functions pλ, defined by
p(k) = m(k) =M(k) (104)
when λ = (k) is a partition with a single part, and multiplicatively by
pλ = p(λ1) · p(λ2) · · · · · p(λr) (105)
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when λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λr) has many parts. The comultiplication on
the basis of power-sum symmetric functions acts very nicely, since
∆r
(
p(k)
)
= p(k) ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1
+ 1 ⊗ p(k) ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1
...
+ 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ p(k),
(106)
where p(k) appears on the main diagonal of this array and ones appear ev-
erywhere else. In particular, Sym is closed under the multiplication and
the comultiplication of QSym, so it is a graded-connected Hopf subalge-
bra. Also, if follows that given any infinite sequence c = (c1, c2, c3, . . .) of
coefficients in the ground field C(q), the map defined by
ϕc : Sym→ Sym p(k) 7→ ckp(k) (107)
can be extended uniquely to be C(q)-linear, multiplicative, and comultiplica-
tive, so that it is a graded Hopf endomorphism. As examples of a few maps
of this type, we have:
– the identity map id, for which p(k) 7→ p(k);
– the antipode S, for which p(k) 7→ −p(k);
– the Eulerian map Et for t ∈ C(q), for which p(k) 7→ t
kp(k); and
– the involution ω, for which p(k) 7→ (−1)
k+1p(k).
Since Sym is both commutative and cocommutative, it can be shown that
the convolution product of graded Hopf endomorphisms ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕr of
Sym, defined by
ϕ1 ∗ ϕ2 ∗ · · · ∗ ϕr = ∇r ◦ (ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕr)∆r, (108)
is also a graded Hopf endomorphism of Sym. For the special case of mor-
phisms defined as above by infinite sequences, we have ϕc∗ϕd = ϕc+d, where
(c+ d) is the sequence (c1 + d1, c2 + d2, . . .).
Now, consider a C-linear representation V of the symmetric group Sn,
that is, a finite-dimensional vector space V over C together with a C-linear
action of Sn on its elements. The trace of a permutation w ∈ Sn on V over
C is
Trace(w, V,C) =
∑
i
(coefficient of ei in w · ei) ∈ C, (109)
where the sum is over the elements of ei of a basis of V . The Frobenius
characteristic of the action of Sn on V over C is the symmetric function
Frob(Sn, V,C) =
1
n!
∑
w∈Sn
Trace(w, V,C)p(cycle type of w) ∈ Sym, (110)
where the cycle type of w is the partition λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λℓ) which
gives the lengths of each cycle of w. Let α = (α1, α2, . . . , αr) be an r-tuple
of natural numbers such that α1 + · · · + αr = n. The Young subgroup
Yα ⊆ Sn of type α consists of all permutations in Sn which permute the first
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α1 elements of [n] among themselves, and the next α2 among themselves,
and so on. As a group, it is naturally isomorphic to a cartesian product,
Yα = Sα1 × Sα2 × · · · × Sαr . (111)
Let V1, V2, . . . Vr be representations of Sα1 , Sα2 , . . . , Sαr respectively. Then,
their tensor product
V = V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vr (112)
naturally has the structure of a representation of Yα. Let V
′ be the induced
representation of V from Yα to Sn, defined by
V ′ =
⊗
i=1,...,k
wiV, (113)
where w1, w2, . . . , wk is a full set of coset representatives for Yα in Sn, and
each wiV is an isomorphic copy of V . Then, we have the following relation
between the Frobenius characteristics of these representations:
Frob(Sn, V
′,C) =
∏
i=1,...,r
Frob(Sαi , Vi,C), (114)
where the multiplication is the multiplication as symmetric function.
We have a dual relationship for comultiplication. Let V be any represen-
tation of Sn. For any r-tuple α of natural numbers, we can consider the
representation of Yα on V , and this breaks up as a tensor product
V |Yα = Vα,1 ⊗ Vα,2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vα,r, (115)
where each Vα,i is a representation of Sαi . Then, the relationship between
Frobenius characteristics for comultiplication is
∆r
(
Frob(Sn, V,C)
)
=
∑
α
⊗
i=1,...,r
Frob(Sαi , Vα,i,C), (116)
where the sum is over all r-tuples α.
We have a third relationship between representations of Sn and symmetric
functions: the Kronecker product. Given two representations U, V of Sn,
there is a natural structure of a representation of Sn × Sn on the tensor
product U ⊗ V as above, if we act by Sn independently on each factor.
However, there is an equally natural structure of a representation of Sn on
U ⊗ V , where we act by Sn simultaneously on both factors (also known as
the diagonal action). For this representation, we have the relation
Frob(Sn, U ⊗ V,C) = Frob(Sn, U,C) ⋆ Frob(Sn, V,C), (117)
where theKronecker product ⋆ is the bilinear product Sym⊗ Sym→ Sym
defined by
pλ ⋆ pµ =
{
z(λ)pλ if λ = µ,
0 otherwise.
(118)
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Here, the z(λ) is the standard scaling factor for the power-sum symmetric
function, which can also be recovered from the fact that the Frobenius char-
acteristic of the trivial one-dimensional representation of Sn is the identity
for ⋆.
We also note that for a representation V of Sn, the coefficient of M(n) in
the symmetric function
Frob(Sn, V,C) (119)
is the dimension of the subspace of V on which Sn acts trivially, and the
coefficient of M(n) in the symmetric function
ω
(
Frob(Sn, V,C)
)
(120)
is the dimension of the subspace of V on which Sn acts as the sign repre-
sentation, that is, the set of vectors v ∈ V such that w · v = v for every even
permutation w ∈ Sn and w · v = −v for every odd permutation.
10. The Frobenius character of the Dot action as a Hopf map
In this section, we will show that the two C(q)-linear maps defined by
G(h) 7→ Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L]) ∈ Sym, (121)
G(h) 7→ Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R]) ∈ Sym, (122)
on the basis of the graded-connected Hopf algebra D respect the multipli-
cation and comultiplication maps and the grading of D and Sym, so that
they are in fact maps of graded Hopf algebras. This mainly involves giving
decompositions of Th as a C-linear vector space which are compatible with
the actions of C[L], C[R] and S(L). We will then identify the multiplicative
characters which uniquely determines these maps, as per Section 4, to show
ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L])
)
= Ψ0
(
G(h)
)
, (123)
ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
)
= Ψq
(
G(h)
)
, (124)
where ω : Sym→ Sym is the usual involution on symmetric functions.
10.1. Respecting multiplication. Let h : [n]→ [n] be a Hessenberg func-
tion, let n = n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nr, and suppose that we have an isomorphism
of ordered graphs
G(h1) ~⊕G(h2) ~⊕ · · · ~⊕G(hr) = G(h), (125)
where each hi : [ni]→ [ni] is a Hessenberg function, so that the r-fold mul-
tiplication of the ordered graphs G(hi) in D is
∇r
(
G(h1)⊗G(h2)⊗ · · · ⊗G(hr)
)
= G(h). (126)
Then, to show that multiplication is preserved, we would like to show that∏
i=1,...,r
Frobq(S(Li),Thi ,C[Li]) = Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L]), (127)
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and similarly for C[R]. Here, we have introduced different set of indetermi-
nates Li = (Li,1, . . . , Li,ni) for each i on the left-hand side. These indeter-
minates should be understood as identified with the set of indeterminates
L = (L1, . . . , Ln) on the right-hand side under the lexicographic identifica-
tion of ordered sets
[n1] ~⊕ [n2] ~⊕ · · · ~⊕ [nr] = [n]. (128)
Symmetric remarks hold for the indeterminates R. We can prove (127) and
its twin statement for C[R] at the level of S(L)-representations, as follows.
Consider the C-algebra
Th1 ⊗ Th2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Thr , (129)
which is naturally a module over C[L] and C[R], equipped with an action
of the Young subgroup
YL = S(L1)× S(L2)× · · · × S(Lr) ⊆ S(L). (130)
Then, we need to show that Th is the induced representation from the Young
subgroup YL to S(L). This has already been shown by Teff [Tef13], but we
include a sketch of the argument here so that the reader can compare and
contrast this with the proof that comultiplication is respected.
Lemma 131. With the notation and assumptions of this subsection, Th is
isomorphic to the induced representation of Th1 ⊗ Th2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Thr from the
Young subgroup Y = S(L1)× S(L2)× · · · × S(Lr) to S(L).
Proof. Note that in this case, the moment graph M(h) is disconnected, and
each of the orbits of the vertices under the action of the group
YR = S(R1)× S(R2)× · · · × S(Rr) ⊆ S(R) (132)
is a union of connected components. This is because M(h) cannot contain
any directed edge labelled by indeterminates from Ri and Rj with i 6= j.
Consider one of these orbits, say the orbit O containing the source vertex
β0 ∈ S(L ← R), defined by β0(Ri) = Li for i = 1, . . . , n. When restricted
to O, the directed graph M(h) is isomorphic to the cartesian product
M(h1)×M(h2)× · · · ×M(hr). (133)
Since the elements of Th1 , . . . Thr and Th are defined in terms of satisfying
edge conditions, it follows that the natural C-linear map
Th1 ⊗ Th2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Thr −→ Th|O, (134)
produces elements which satisfy all edge conditions, where Th|O ⊆ Th is the
subspace of elements whose coordinate polynomials outside of O are zero.
Furthermore, this map takes tuples of flow-up vectors to flow-up vectors,
and it follows that it is an isomorphism.
Now, note that O is also the orbit of β0 under the Young subgroup YL,
so the subspace Th|O is stable under the action of YL. If w1, w2, . . . , wk is a
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complete set of coset representatives for YL in S(L), then the orbits under
the action of YR are w1O, w2O, . . . , wkO, and we have a decomposition
Th =
⊕
i=1,...,k
wi · Th|O. (135)
This is exactly the construction of the induced representation. 
10.2. Respecting comultiplication. Let h : [n] → [n] be a Hessenberg
function and let r ≥ 0. Then, on the side of the Hopf algebra D, the
definition of the r-fold comultiplication is
∆r
(
G(h)
)
=
∑
κ : [n]→[r]
arbitrary
q(# ascents of κ on G(h))G(h)|κ. (136)
On the side of the Hopf algebra Sym, for the representation of S(L) on Th,
we have the equation
∆r
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L])
)
=
∑
α
Frobq(YL,α,Th,C[L]) (137)
and similarly for C[R], where the sum is over all r-tuples α = (α1, . . . , αr) of
natural numbers such that α1+· · ·+αr = n, and YL,α is the Young subgroup
consisting of permutations in S(L) which swap the first α1 indeterminates
among themselves, the next α2 indeterminates among themselves, and so
on. We can get these two equations to line up better with each other by
grouping the colourings κ according to their type; we will say that κ has
type α if the number of times colour i is used is αi for all i = 1, . . . , r, and
then we can write
∆r
(
G(h)
)
=
∑
α
∑
κ : [n]→[r]
of type α
q(# ascents of κ on G(h))G(h)|κ. (138)
To show that comultiplication is preserved by the graded Frobenius charac-
teristic, we will show that the terms with the same α in the sums in (137)
and (138) match up. On the level of representations, we will give a sequence
of C-linear projections
Th −→ · · · −→ 0 (139)
which preserve the actions of C[L], C[R] and YL,α, where there is a projec-
tion step for each colouring κ : [n] → [r] of type α, and the kernel of this
projection is isomorphic to the space
Th1 ⊗ Th2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Thr (140)
with its degree shifted up by the number of ascents of κ on G(h), where
G(h)|κ =
(
G(h1), G(h2), . . . , G(hr)
)
. (141)
Lemma 142. With the notation and assumptions of this subsection, there
exists a suitable sequence of projections.
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Proof. In contrast with the proof of Lemma 131, we will consider orbits of
the group YL,α on the vertices of the moment graph M(h), rather than or-
bits of YR. We will associate to each of these orbits a specific colouring κ
of type α. The type α = (α1, . . . , αr) specifies a grouping of the indetermi-
nates L = (L1, . . . , Ln) into r groups Li, where L1 consists of the first α1
indeterminates, L2 the next α2 indeterminates, and so on. Given a bijection
β ∈ S(L ← R), there is a corresponding grouping of the indeterminates R
into Ri,β = β
−1(Li) for i = 1, . . . , r. In fact, the orbit Oβ of β under the
action of YL,α consists of all β
′ ∈ S(L ← R) with the same grouping of
indeterminates R. The colouring κ associated to this orbit is the one which
assigns colour i ∈ [r] to j ∈ [n] if Rj ∈ Ri,β . By considering the labels
(Ri, Rj) of the directed edges of the moment graph M(h), it can be checked
that:
– if {i, j} is an ascent of the colouring κ on G(h), then every vertex of
Oβ has an incoming edge labelled (Ri, Rj);
– if {i, j} is an descent of the colouring κ on G(h), then every vertex
of Oβ has an outgoing edge labelled (Ri, Rj); and
– if {i, j} is a monochromatic edge for the colouring κ on G(h), then
the vertices of Oβ are paired up by edges labelled (Ri, Rj).
Thus, the induced subgraph of M(h) on the orbit Oβ is a cartesian product
of the form
M(h1)×M(h2)× · · · ×M(hr), (143)
where the restriction of G(h) to κ is
G(h)|κ =
(
G(h1), G(h2), . . . , G(hr)
)
. (144)
Also, if there is a directed edge in M(h) from β to β′, then every vertex of
Oβ has a directed edge to a vertex of Oβ′ and vice versa. Thus, the quotient
graph M(h)/YL,α is a directed acyclic graph. Let
Oβ1 ,Oβ2 , . . . ,Oβk (145)
be a list of the orbits such that all directed edges between the orbits go from
a later orbit to an earlier one in the list. Then, the list
I1 = Th|Oβ1
I2 = Th|Oβ1∪Oβ2
...
Ik = Th|Oβ1∪···∪Oβk
(146)
of subspaces of Th is actually a list of nested ideals, where as before Th|V is
the space of elements of Th whose coordinate polynomials are zero outside
of the vertex set V . The corresponding sequence of projections
Th −→ Th/I1 −→ Th/I2 −→ · · · −→ Th/Ik = 0 (147)
amounts to first modding out by the coordinates in the orbit Oβ1 , then by
the coordinates in Oβ2 , and so on until all coordinates have been modded
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out by. Clearly, this is compatible with the actions by C[L], C[R] and
YL,α ⊆ S(L). It remains to show that the kernel Ki of the ith step is as
claimed.
Let O be the ith orbit, let κ be the corresponding colouring, let
G(h)|κ =
(
G(h1), G(h2), . . . , G(hr)
)
(148)
be the decomposition of the ordered graph G(h) according to κ, let M(h)|O
be the induced subgraph of the moment graph M(h) to the orbit O, and let
M(h)|O =M(h1)×M(h2)× · · · ×M(hr) (149)
be the associated decomposition as a cartesian product of directed graphs.
Then, every vertex in O is associated to an r-tuple of vertices in M(h1) ×
· · · ×M(hr). An element of
Th1 ⊗ Th2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Thr (150)
has a polynomial in
C[R1]⊗ C[R2]⊗ · · · ⊗ C[Rr] = C[R] (151)
for every r-tuple of vertices in M(h1) × · · · ×M(hr), so there is a natural
candidate for a C-linear map
Th1 ⊗ Th2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Thr −→ Ki (152)
which simply translates a tuple of vertices in M(h1)× · · · ×M(hr) into the
corresponding vertex of O. The resulting elements do satisfy all the edge
conditions for the subgraph M(h)|O, but this is not enough; to be a proper
element of Ki, it should also satisfy all incoming edge conditions β → β
′
where β′ is in the orbit O but β is not. This can be fixed by multiplying
every coordinate by ∏
ascents {i, j}
(Ri −Rj) (153)
where the product is over all ascents {i, j} of the colouring κ on G(h); as
noted above, every vertex of the orbit O has one incoming edge from outside
of the orbit for each ascent. After this modification, one can check that a
tuple of flow-up vectors gets mapped to a flow-up vector, so the map is an
isomorphism. The modification also introduces a degree shift by the number
of ascents of κ on G(h), as required. 
10.3. Computing one of the characters. Given the results of this section
so far, we can conclude that the C(q)-linear maps defined by
G(h) 7→ Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L]) ∈ Sym, (154)
G(h) 7→ Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R]) ∈ Sym, (155)
respect the multiplication, the comultiplication and the grading of D and
Sym, so they are maps of graded Hopf algebras. Each one can be uniquely
identified by the values of the corresponding multiplicative characters, which
can be obtained by post-composing the maps by the canonical character
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ζQ : QSym→ C(q). Since the S(L)-representation Th is a twisted represen-
tation over C[L] but a usual representation over C[R], it will be easier to
compute the multiplicative character in the latter case. Indeed, in terms of
the C[R]-linear representation of S(L) on Th, the value
ζQ
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
)
(156)
depends only on the subspace of Th on which S(L) acts trivially, and the
value
ζQ
(
ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
))
(157)
depends only on the subspace of Th on which S(L) acts according to the
sign representation.
Lemma 158. The C[R]-linear subspace of Th on which S(L) acts according
to the sign representation consists of all C[R] multiples of the element∑
β∈S(L←R)
(−1)(# inversions of β)1β
∏
edges {i, j}
(Ri −Rj), (159)
where the product is over all edges {i, j} of the ordered graph G(h). Thus,
ζQ
(
ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
))
= q(# edges of G(h)) = ζq
(
G(h)
)
, (160)
so that for every Hessenberg function h, we have
ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
)
= Ψq
(
G(h)
)
. (161)
Proof. Let T ±h be the subspace of Th on which S(L) acts according to the
sign representation, let
x =
∑
β∈S(L←R)
1β gβ(R1, . . . , Rn) ∈ T
±
h (162)
be any element of T ±h , and let
ε =
∑
w∈S(L)
(−1)(sign of w)w ∈ C[S(L)] (163)
be the group algebra element which acts as orthogonal projection onto T ±h .
Then, for every transposition (Li ↔ Lj) we have
(Li ↔ Lj) · x = (Li ↔ Lj)ε · x = (−ε) · x = −x, (164)
so that the polynomial coordinates of x satisfy
g(Li↔Lj)◦β(R1, . . . , Rn) = −gβ(R1, . . . , Rn). (165)
In other words, there is a single polynomial g(R1, . . . , Rn) such that x is of
the form
x =
∑
β∈S(L←R)
(−1)(# inversions of β)1β g(R1, . . . , Rn). (166)
Now, consider the edge conditions for x ∈ Th. Each vertex of the moment
graph M(h) is incident to an edge labelled (Ri −Rj) for each edge {i, j} of
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the ordered graph G(h). Thus, the element x satisfies all edge conditions
exactly when g(R1, . . . , Rn) is divisible by∏
edges {i, j}
(Ri −Rj) (167)

10.4. Changing the base ring. Now let us show that the symmetric func-
tions Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L]) and Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R]) are related by a rea-
sonably simple automorphism of Sym.
Lemma 168. We have the equations
Frobq(S(L),Th,C) = Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L]) ⋆ Frobq(S(L),C[L],C) (169)
= Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R]) ⋆ Frobq(S(L),C[R],C), (170)
where ⋆ is the Kronecker product of symmetric functions.
Proof. Let w ∈ S(L) be a permutation. Let xi for i = 1, . . . n! be a ho-
mogeneous C[L]-linear basis for Th (for example, a flow-up basis) and let
yj for j = 1, 2, . . . be a C-linear basis of C[L] (for example, the basis of all
monomials). Then, the elements xiyj form a homogeneous C-linear basis
for Th. For each i, let ai be the C[L]-coefficient of xi in w · xi; by degree
considerations, ai has degree zero, so in fact it lies in C. For each j, let bj
be the C-coefficient of yj in w ·yj . Since w · (xiyj) = (w ·xi)(w ·yj), it follows
that the coefficient of xiyj in w · (xiyj) is the product aibj . Also, we have
qdeg(xiyj) = qdeg(xi)qdeg(yj). This holds for all w, i, j, so
Traceq(w,Th,C[L]) = Traceq(w,Th,C[L]) Traceq(w,C[L],C), (171)
which is enough to show (169). By the same argument, (170) holds. 
Lemma 172. Let id, S,Eq, E(1−q) : Sym → Sym be the Hopf endomor-
phisms defined by
id(p(k)) = p(k) (173)
S(p(k)) = −p(k) (174)
Eq(p(k)) = q
kp(k) (175)
E(1−q)(p(k)) = (1− q)
kp(k), (176)
so that we have the Hopf endomorphism(
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)
)
(p(k)) = (1− q
k)p(k), (177)
where ∗ is the convolution product. Then, we have
E(1−q)
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L])
)
=
(
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)
)(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
)
.
(178)
Proof. The action of S(L) on C[L] simply permutes the indeterminates
L = (L1, . . . , Ln), so it is easy to compute the graded trace of an ele-
ment w ∈ S(L) acting on all monomials in the indeterminates L; a mono-
mial is fixed by w iff for every cycle of w, the indeterminates in the cycle
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have the same exponent in the monomial. Thus, the contribution of w to
Frobq(S(L),C[L],C) is
1
n!
Traceq(w,C[L],C) =
1
n!
·
p(λ1)
1− qλ1
·
p(λ2)
1− qλ2
· · · · ·
p(λℓ)
1− qλℓ
, (179)
where λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λℓ) is the cycle type of w. This means that the
effect of the Kronecker multiplication by Frobq(S(L),C[L],C) in (169) is the
inverse of the effect of the morphism (id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)) from the statement.
The action of S(L) on C[R] is even simpler; it is the trivial action. Thus,
the contribution of w ∈ S(L) to Frobq(S(L),C[R],C) is
1
n!
Traceq(w,C[R],C) =
1
n!
·
p(λ1)
(1− q)λ1
·
p(λ2)
(1− q)λ2
· · · · ·
p(λℓ)
(1− q)λℓ
, (180)
where again λ is the cycle type of w. The effect of Kronecker multiplication
by Frobq(S(L),C[R],C) in (170) is then the inverse of the effect of the
morphism E(1−q) from the statement of the lemma. Equation (178) follows.

11. A technical lemma proved by sign-reversing involution
At this point, we almost have our proof of the Shareshian–Wachs con-
jecture. We have identified two maps Ψ0,Ψq : D → Sym of graded Hopf
algebras, and proved that for every Hessenberg functions h,
Ψ0
(
G(h)
)
= CSFq
(
G(h)
)
(181)
Ψq
(
G(h)
)
= ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
)
(182)
in Section 5 and Section 10, respectively. We also have the equation
E(1−q)
(
ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L])
))
=
(
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)
)(
ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[R])
))
(183)
from Lemma 172, after applying the involution ω. All that remains is to
show that Ψ0 and Ψq satisfy the same relation,
E(1−q)
(
Ψ0
(
G(h)
))
=
(
id ∗ (S ◦Eq)
)(
Ψq
(
G(h)
))
, (184)
by checking that they have the same multiplicative character, that is,
ζQ
(
E(1−q)
(
Ψ0
(
G(h)
)))
= ζQ
((
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)
)(
Ψq
(
G(h)
)))
. (185)
Also, note that it is enough to verify this for all ordered graphs of the form
G(h) which are nonempty and connected, since these are the multiplicatively
irreducible elements of D. Once this is done, it will follow that
Ψ0
(
G(h)
)
= ω
(
Frobq(S(L),Th,C[L])
)
, (186)
as required. Note that the proof below relies on knowing that Ψq
(
G(h)
)
lies in Sym ⊂ QSym for all Hessenberg functions h, which we have only
established by going through Hessenberg varieties. It would be nice to also
have more direct combinatorial proof of this fact, like we have for Ψ0
(
G(h)
)
.
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11.1. A direct computation. We can compute ζQ
(
E(1−q)
(
Ψ0
(
G(h)
)))
di-
rectly. The action of the map E(1−q) : Sym → Sym is simply to multiply
the kth homogeneous graded piece of Sym by (1 − q)k for each k. Let
E′(1−q) : D → D be map which multiplies the kth homogeneous graded piece
of D by (1− q)k for each k. Since Ψ0 respects the grading, we have
ζQ
(
E(1−q)
(
Ψ0
(
G(h)
)))
= ζQ
(
Ψ0
(
E′(1−q)
(
G(h)
)))
= ζ0
(
E′(1−q)
(
G(h)
))
.
(187)
However, ζ0 is almost always zero. In fact, the only nonempty connected
ordered graphs of the form G(h) which is nonzero under ζ0 is the ordered
graph G1 with a single vertex. This ordered graph has degree 1, so we have
ζQ
(
E(1−q)
(
Ψ0(G1)
))
= 1− q. (188)
11.2. A combinatorial interpretation. The situation is more compli-
cated with the map
(
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)
)
: Sym → Sym. Let π0 and π+ be the
projection onto the homogeneous part of degree zero and the parts of posi-
tive degree of Sym, respectively. Then, Takeuchi’s formula for the antipode
tells us that
S =
∑
r≥0
(−1)r π+ ∗ · · · ∗ π+︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
. (189)
Thus, we have
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq) =
∑
r≥0
(−1)rid ∗ (π+ ◦ Eq) ∗ · · · ∗ (π+ ◦ Eq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
. (190)
Also, the canonical character ζQ is multiplicative, so
ζQ ◦
(
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)
)
=
∑
r≥0
(−1)r
(
ζQ ⊗ (ζQ ◦ π+ ◦ Eq)⊗ · · · ⊗ (ζQ ◦ π+ ◦ Eq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
)
◦∆r+1. (191)
Recall from Section 5 that the coefficient of the quasisymmetric function
Mα in Ψq
(
G(h)
)
is ∑
κ : V→[r]
of type α
q(# weak ascents of κ on G). (192)
Let us compute the value of (191) on Mα. By definition,
∆r+1(Mα) =
∑
α0,α1,...,αr
Mα0 ⊗Mα1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Mαr , (193)
where the sum is over all (r + 1)-tuples (α0, α1, . . . , αr) of sequences of
natural numbers whose concatenation is the original sequence α. Note that
ζQ(Mαi) = 0 if α
i has more than one part, and π+(Mαi) = 0 if α
i is empty.
Thus, the only terms which survive when applying (191) to Mα are the ones
where either:
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– α has r + 1 parts, and αi consists of the (i+ 1)st part of α; or
– α has r parts, α0 is empty, and αi consists of the ith part of α.
All in all, applying (191) to Mα when α = (α1, . . . , αr) gives two terms:
(−1)r−1qα2+···+αr + (−1)rqα1+α2+···+αr . (194)
Combining this with (192), we get the combinatorial interpretation
ζQ
((
id ∗ (S ◦ Eq)
)(
Ψq
(
G(h)
)))
=
∑
r≥0
∑
κ
(−1)rqstat(κ), (195)
where the inner sum is over all colourings κ : [n]→ {0}∪ [r] such that every
colour in [r] is used at least once (but the special colour 0 is optional), and
the statistic in the exponent of q is
stat(κ) = (# vertices with colour > 0) + (# weak ascents of κ on G(h)).
(196)
11.3. The sign-reversing involution. We want to show that most of the
time, the sum on the right-hand side of (195) is zero. More precisely, it
should be zero whenever G(h) is a connected ordered graph with more than
one vertex, and it should be 1 − q when G(h) = G1 is the ordered graph
with a single vertex. (We leave the very finite case of G1 as an exercise to
the reader.) We will show this by exhibiting a sign-reversing involution on
the terms (−1)rqstat(κ) which preserves the statistic in the exponent of q,
so that all terms cancel out. Sadly, however, this involution is defined by a
lengthy case analysis. On the plus side, it will not depend on the ordered
graph G(h), other than the assumptions that
– it has at least two vertices, and
– there is an edge joining the vertices last two vertices, n− 1 and n,
which are satisfied for all connected ordered graphs with more than one
vertex. Let κ : [n] → {0} ∪ [r] be a colouring such that every colour in [r]
is used at least once, but the special colour 0 may be used or not. We
will define a colouring κ′ : [n] → {0} ∪ [r ± 1] which uses either one more
or one less non-special colour, so that the sign is reversed, and for which
stat(κ) = stat(κ′). The involution is defined in all cases so that the only
edge which could change status between being a weak ascent or a strict
descent is the edge joining n− 1 and n, and this is compensated by whether
the vertices n− 1 and n have a positive colour.
11.3.1. If vertex n has colour 0. Let vertex n − 1 have colour i. If this is
the only vertex with colour i, then to obtain κ′ recolour n − 1 with colour
i − 1 and delete colour i from the list of available colours. If n − 1 is not
the only vertex with colour i, then to obtain κ′ recolour n − 1 with a new
colour i + 12 . In both cases, rename the colours in an order-preserving way
so that the set of non-special colours is actually [r± 1]. Note that these two
procedures are inverses of each other.
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11.3.2. If vertex n is the only vertex with colour 1. We play essentially the
same game as in the previous case, except that now we skip over the colour
1 when recolouring n − 1. That is, let vertex n− 1 have colour i. If this is
the only vertex with colour i, then recolour n − 1 with the previous colour
in the sequence
0, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . (197)
and delete colour i from the list of available colours. If n− 1 is not the only
vertex with colour i, then recolour n−1 with a new colour, which should be
inserted just before the colour that comes after i in the sequence (197). As
before, after doing this, rename the colours in an order-preserving way so
that the set of non-special colours used is [r±1]. Again, the two procedures
in this case are inverses of each other.
11.3.3. Otherwise. In all other cases, we recolour the vertex n rather than
n − 1. If n is the unique vertex with colour i, then recolour it i − i, and
delete colour i. If n is not the unique vertex with colour i, then recolour it
i + 12 , a new colour. As always, rename the set of non-special colours used
to be [r ± 1] and note that these two procedures are inverses.
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